Perimeter landscape areas planted with low maintenance native and regionally appropriate plantings that provide a strong SLCC identity, and "sense of destination" - a theme already established at Jordan Campus.

A green plaza just off the main quad provides a "softer" alternative to hardscape in the center of campus and "bridges" the space between the LDS Institute & the main campus. This space is pedestrian scale with outdoor rooms of various sizes that act as gathering places for small groups or as meditative space for individuals and helps present a "front door" entry into campus.

The campus quad is replanted with larger trees to provide shade and additional outdoor "rooms" break down this large space. Some open lawn areas for activities are maintained, but much of the space is broken down with more intimate seating areas for small groups & individual study or meditation.

A "drivable" plaza replaces the existing asphalt, curbs, & gutter, and provides a pedestrian scale transition to the enhanced green edge as campus develops further to the south.

The green edge along the east side of campus is developed as per the Master Plan and Design Guidelines, with walking paths, meadows, wetlands, outdoor classroom space, and unlighted playing fields.
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